Immediate loading is currently defined as dental implants placed in function earlier than 1 week after implant placement.\(^1\) The immediate loading protocol provides patient-centered benefits of reduced overall treatment time, patient comfort, and postoperative care with predictable clinical outcomes in carefully selected indications.\(^2,3\)

The intraoral conversion procedure using autopolymerizing resin is often used to connect the temporary abutments and the prefabricated interim prostheses templates\(^4,5\) or modified interim complete removable dental prostheses\(^2,6\) for the immediate loading procedure. Although this intraoral conversion technique allows some changes in implant position or angulation compared with that of the presurgical implant plan, it may require more clinical and/or laboratory time during the process.\(^7\) An All-on-4 treatment concept (Nobel Biocare) was proposed to use strategically placed, tilted implants in conjunction with computer-guided surgery and immediately loaded, prefabricated implant-supported interim complete fixed dental prosthesis and to allow rehabilitation of an edentulous jaw with minimal need of bone augmentation.\(^8-12\)

Although this approach using a prefabricated prosthesis provides the advantage of reduced clinical and/or laboratory time during the immediate loading process, prosthesis misfit and need for extensive occlusal adjustments were recognized as possible prosthetic complications associated with this technique.\(^13-15\)

In addition to immediate loading, immediate implant placement in the fresh extraction sockets can also provide some patient-centered benefits, including reduced overall treatment time and fewer surgical interventions. When implants were stable at insertion (that is, insertion torque was ≥30 Ncm) and implant-supported interim complete fixed dental prostheses were used to rigidly connect placed implants, many studies have suggested that immediate loading of immediately placed implants...
in the fresh extraction sockets was a viable option in both the edentulous maxilla and mandible.\textsuperscript{16-23}

Based on recent consensus statements, computer-guided implant surgery is defined as the use of a static surgical template that reproduces a virtual implant surgical plan from computerized tomographic data and does not allow the intraoperative modification of implant position.\textsuperscript{24} A recent systematic review concluded that computer-guided implant surgery provided a predictable level of accuracy.\textsuperscript{25} With development of technology,\textsuperscript{26} the Standard Tessellation Language (STL) files resulting from an intraoral digital diagnostic impression and computer-aided design and computer-aided manufacturing (CAD/CAM)-fabricated virtual diagnostic waxing and the Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) files generated from CBCT scans can be merged in the virtual implant planning software to formulate a prosthetically driven implant surgical plan for subsequent computer-guided implant surgery.\textsuperscript{27,28} This process eliminates the need for a customized radiographic template and allows digital diagnostic impression and a CBCT scan to be completed in a single visit; implantation surgery can be performed during the patient’s second visit.\textsuperscript{29,30}

This clinical report describes the treatment of maxillary and mandibular immediate implant placement and immediately loaded implant-supported interim complete fixed dental prostheses with a contemporary digital approach.

**CLINICAL REPORT**

A 70-year-old white man presented with a partially edentulous maxilla and mandible and the wish to restore the missing and broken teeth. Clinical and radiographic examination (Fig. 1) revealed chronic generalized moderate periodontitis, a canted occlusal plane, occlusion disharmony, extrusion of remaining mandibular anterior teeth, recurrent dental caries around the existing fixed dental prostheses, and need for endodontic retreatment on multiple teeth. Different treatment alternatives were discussed with the patient, who consented to the treatment plan with maxillary and mandibular implant-supported complete fixed dental prostheses. The patient agreed to simultaneous maxillary and mandibular immediate implant placement with computer-guided surgery and immediately loaded implant-supported interim complete fixed dental prostheses.

An intraoral digital scanner (Cadent iTero; Align Technology Inc) was used to make the digital diagnostic impressions with an interocclusal registration (Fig. 2A).
These impressions were forwarded to a dental laboratory (Pinnacle Dental Laboratory Inc) for virtual diagnostic tooth arrangement. Based on results of the clinical examination, the patient’s existing occlusal vertical dimension was deemed acceptable; however, the maxillary midline needed to be shifted toward the left side by 1 mm with correction of the canted occlusal plane. Clinical digital photographs were imported into CAD/CAM software (Zirkonzahn Modellier; Zirkonzahn) and were overlapped with digital diagnostic impressions to provide the dental technician with supplemental information for subsequent virtual diagnostic tooth arrangement (Fig. 2B). The maxillary virtual diagnostic tooth arrangement was completed first by using the existing dentition as a reference (Fig. 2C). The complete maxillary virtual diagnostic arrangement

Figure 2. A, Digital diagnostic impression. B, Clinical digital photographs overlapped with digital diagnostic impressions for additional information in subsequent virtual diagnostic tooth arrangements. C, Maxillary virtual diagnostic tooth arrangement. D, Complete virtual diagnostic tooth arrangement.

Figure 3. Prosthetically driven implant surgical plan. A, Maxillary plan. B, Mandibular plan.
was then used as the antagonist for the mandibular arrangement.

A CBCT scan (3D Accuitomo 170; J. Morita USA) of the maxillary and mandibular arches was completed for preoperative assessment. The STL files from the intraoral digital diagnostic impression, the virtual diagnostic tooth arrangement (Fig. 2D), and the DICOM files generated from the CBCT scans were merged with virtual implant
planning software (Maven Pro; nSequence). Bone reductions were simulated on the merged file to provide a minimal restorative space of 14 mm between the plane of simulated bone reductions and the antagonist occlusal plane on the virtual diagnostic tooth arrangement for the future planned prostheses. A surgical plan (Fig. 3) was formulated for computer-guided implantation surgery, and a proprietary CAD/CAM design and methodology (Center for Advanced Dentistry; nSequence) was used for the 2-piece surgical templates (CT Guided Surgery; nSequence); this included a bone reduction template with lateral fixation pin access and an implant placement template (Fig. 4). The approved surgical plan was used to refine the virtual diagnostic tooth arrangement in a CAD/CAM software (Zirkonzahn Prettau Element; Zirkonzahn) (Fig. 5A). The definitive virtual diagnostic tooth arrangement was then retrofitted to the virtual bone reduction templates to create CAD/CAM-fabricated interim prosthesis templates (with vertical stops designed and fitted on bone reduction templates) (Figs. 5B-D). Templates for the interim prostheses were milled with the acrylic resin block (Temp Basic; Zirkonzahn, and Milling Unit M5; Zirkonzahn) and layered with light-polymerizing pink composite resin (Gradia Gingival Shade System; GC America Inc) to simulate the desired soft tissue contour and shade.

Figure 6. CAD/CAM-fabricated edentulous jaw casts and 2-piece surgical templates. A, Maxillary assembly. B, Mandibular assembly. CAD/CAM, computer-aided design/computer-aided manufacture.

A surgical plan (Fig. 3) was formulated for computer-guided implantation surgery, and a proprietary CAD/CAM design and methodology (Center for Advanced Dentistry; nSequence) was used for the 2-piece surgical templates (CT Guided Surgery; nSequence); this included a bone reduction template with lateral fixation pin access and an implant placement template (Fig. 4). The approved surgical plan was used to refine the virtual diagnostic tooth arrangement in a CAD/CAM software (Zirkonzahn Prettau Element; Zirkonzahn) (Fig. 5A). The definitive virtual diagnostic tooth arrangement was then retrofitted to the virtual bone reduction templates to create CAD/CAM-fabricated interim prosthesis templates (with vertical stops designed and fitted on bone reduction templates) (Figs. 5B-D). Templates for the interim prostheses were milled with the acrylic resin block (Temp Basic; Zirkonzahn, and Milling Unit M5; Zirkonzahn) and layered with light-polymerizing pink composite resin (Gradia Gingival Shade System; GC America Inc) to simulate the desired soft tissue contour and shade.

A surgical plan (Fig. 3) was formulated for computer-guided implantation surgery, and a proprietary CAD/CAM design and methodology (Center for Advanced Dentistry; nSequence) was used for the 2-piece surgical templates (CT Guided Surgery; nSequence); this included a bone reduction template with lateral fixation pin access and an implant placement template (Fig. 4). The approved surgical plan was used to refine the virtual diagnostic tooth arrangement in a CAD/CAM software (Zirkonzahn Prettau Element; Zirkonzahn) (Fig. 5A). The definitive virtual diagnostic tooth arrangement was then retrofitted to the virtual bone reduction templates to create CAD/CAM-fabricated interim prosthesis templates (with vertical stops designed and fitted on bone reduction templates) (Figs. 5B-D). Templates for the interim prostheses were milled with the acrylic resin block (Temp Basic; Zirkonzahn, and Milling Unit M5; Zirkonzahn) and layered with light-polymerizing pink composite resin (Gradia Gingival Shade System; GC America Inc) to simulate the desired soft tissue contour and shade.

The remaining teeth were extracted and extraction sockets debrided with the patient under local anesthesia and intravenous sedation. With the full-thickness flaps raised, the bone reduction templates were fitted on the alveolar ridges and fixed with anchor pins (Guided Anchor Pin; Nobel Biocare). Planned osseous recontouring was completed by using bone reduction templates (Figs. 7A, B). The implant placement templates were connected to the bone reduction templates. Six implants (guided 4.1-×10-mm, 4.1-×8-mm, and 3.3-×12-mm; Straumann Bone Level; SLActive; Institut Straumann AG) in each edentulous jaw were placed with the guidance provided by the implant placement templates, with a predetermined insertion torque of 35 to 45 Ncm (Figs. 7C, D). Definitive abutments (regular crossfit/narrow crossfit screw-retained abutment, straight 0° and angled 17°; dimension, 4.6 mm; gingival height, 2.5 mm; Institut Straumann AG) were connected to the implants with a torque of 35 Ncm, and interim titanium copings (NC/RC copings for screw-retained abutment [Ti, Bridge]; D, 4.6 mm; Institut Straumann AG) were connected to the definitive abutments with a torque of 15 Ncm. Templates for the interim prostheses were seated on the bone reduction guides, and autopolymerizing acrylic resin (Jet Tooth Shade Acrylic; Lang Dental) was used to connect them to the provisional titanium copings. Rubber dam protected the surgical sites (Figs. 7E, F). Templates for the interim prostheses and provisional titanium copings were then removed from the abutments. The anchor pins (Guided Anchor Pin) and the bone reduction templates were removed from the alveolar ridges, and the flaps were coronally repositioned with primary closure. The implant-supported interim complete fixed dental prostheses were finished and polished in the laboratory and secured to the definitive abutments with 15 Ncm torque. All screw access was sealed with cotton pellets and single-component resin sealing material (Fermit; Ivoclar Vivadent). A panoramic radiograph of implants was made for post-treatment assessment (Fig. 8). The patient was instructed in a homecare regimen, including a soft diet and 0.12% chlorhexidine gluconate mouthwash (CHG Oral Rinse; Xtrium Laboratories), and was scheduled for periodic follow-up.
appointments. Uneventful healing was observed in the 12 weeks before the definitive impression appointment.

**DISCUSSION**

In this clinical report, a contemporary digital pathway was proposed for a patient who presented with minimal remaining restorable teeth and a wish for implant-supported, fixed dental prostheses. The advantages of the digital pathway were that the diagnostic tooth arrangement was completed virtually and the need for a customized radiographic template was eliminated. Diagnostic data collection required for computer-guided surgery (digital diagnostic impressions, digital photographs, and a CBCT scan) was completed in a single visit with improved workflow efficiency. The virtual implant planning software allowed the digital files (STL files and DICOM files) to be merged in the software for a prosthetically driven
implant surgical plan and the simulated bone reductions to be performed virtually to accurately plan the required restorative space needed for future planned definitive prostheses. The CAD/CAM-fabricated surgical templates, including bone reduction templates with lateral fixation pin access and implant placement templates, allowed the bone reduction templates to be stably positioned throughout the computer-guided surgery, and the immediate loading procedures with improved accuracy. Lastly, the open architecture of the intraoral scanner, CAD/CAM software, and virtual implant planning software enabled the clinician and technician to select the desired design and manufacturing pathway throughout the planning, designing, and manufacturing process.

Some limitations are associated with the proposed workflow. The digital workflow with virtual diagnostic tooth arrangement and the immediate implant placement protocol do not permit a trial insertion, which may limit the esthetic outcome of the implant-supported interim complete fixed dental prostheses. When optimal esthetics or alteration of the vertical dimension of occlusion are necessary, the proposed technique may not be indicated. Milled poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)-based interim prostheses templates were used in this clinical case. Compared with techniques using prosthetic denture teeth, the monochromatic nature of PMMA-based acrylate resin block may impair the esthetics of the interim prostheses. However, layered dentin and enamel acrylic resin may be added to improve the esthetics with additional laboratory expense. The clinicians and dental laboratory technicians require training and experience in the different aspects of dentistry in order to select and operate appropriate CAD/CAM and virtual implant planning software and to perform the proposed clinical procedures.

**SUMMARY**

This clinical report demonstrated treatment with immediate implant placement, computer-guided surgery, and immediately loaded maxillary and mandibular implant-supported interim complete fixed dental prostheses with a contemporary digital approach. All the required diagnostic data were acquired in a single visit, which reduced the overall treatment cost and time for the proposed immediate implant placement, computer-guided surgery, and immediate loading treatments. Milled templates for the interim prostheses were prefabricated in a dental laboratory before the computer-guided implantation surgery to facilitate the immediate loading process.
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